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Troubleshooting Tools
Serial communication between the NorthStar print engine and the host PC enables detection
and analysis of issues. You will also need the related software for entering commands, serial
logging. These are installed on the SpeedStar’s Embedded PC.

Serial Communication and Related Tools
The most important troubleshooting tool is serial communication, which requires a special
serial cable and some software on the PC.
OWN-X recommends using PuTTY, a free, open source terminal emulator with strong logging
capability. Once serial communication is set up, use serial logging for debugging issues.
Using TCL Commands and TCL Help
Many of the resolution actions listed in this document do not describe the exact TCL
commands used. It is critical that any user of TCL be familiar with the self-documenting help
feature.
Newer and better TCL commands are often being added and TCL commands can vary from
one version of firmware to another.
Enter the appropriate TCL command to get the latest TCL commands and descriptions
currently on the system.
For example:
For a complete alphabetical list of TCL command with the description (that is, the
“verbose” version), arranged in an 80 character column, enter help
For a description of a specific TCL command, enter help [Exact]2, where <srch> is the
keyword.
To read sensor values, use GPIO commands, for example: TCL> help gpio 2

Serial Logging
Serial logging records everything the printer does and keeps it archived. OWN-X
recommends keeping PuTTY running at all times, with the logging feature enabled to create
an unlimited length file, and using some scripts to occasionally copy the file contents to an
archive location and trim the file back to zero size. It is good practice always to keep serial
logs for long term reference.
Use TCL Help to learn about debug levels. Setting a higher debugging level will display more
information. However, setting debugging too high can interfere with printer operations,
since it takes time to write information to the log, so finding a debug level that’s appropriate
is important.
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Print Quality Issues
Print quality issues can be grouped into the following categories, as explained in subsequent
sections. Two-letter abbreviations are used as the prefix for each category, so that they can
be reported to the support team and tracked with metrics for further analysis.






Color Mixing (CM)
Streak (SR)
Dot Misplacement (DP)
Banding (BD)
Other print quality General Defects (GE)

Color Mixing (CM)
Color mixing (unwanted intrusion of one or more colors in another color’s area) shows in a
range of defects, as illustrated here and detailed in issues with the CM prefix.

Picture of Color Mixing Samples
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Examples for Color Mixing
CM01: Fine Clouds of Ink or Misting
Issue CM01: Fine Clouds of Ink or Misting displays as a fine spray of small ink drops from the
upstream print area that is falling on the downstream print area of the page.

Picture of Color Mixing: Clouds of Ink

Picture of Color Mixing: Fine Misting
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Cause
Misting typically results from by the poor “break off” of the tails of the ejected ink drops,
which
results in very small droplets that have very little momentum. Higher pen-to-paper spacing,
difficult images, or old printheads may amplify this defect. To resolve this issue:
1. Verify that the defect is beyond the threshold.
2. Verify that the correct profiles are being used for the media. If so, continue to the next
step. If not, use the correct profile(s) and re-evaluate the performance
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Verify that the printhead-to-paper spacing (PPS) is within limits.
4. If within limits, continue to the next step. If beyond the threshold, adjust the spacing.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code CM01-03—Color misting
unresolved.

CM02: Color Contamination Repeated at Beginning of Every Page
CM02 displays as small amounts of color contamination that appear on top of a page. The
contamination is reduced after a couple of pages.

Picture of color Mixing: Color Contamination
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Cause
The printhead is covered with ink somewhere and the ink keeps wicking back to the
channels. This happens most often on printheads with paper guides since ink wicks beneath
the paper guide and forms a reservoir of ink that damages future prints.
Resolution
1. Verify that the defect is beyond the threshold. If beyond the
threshold, continue to the next step.
2. Check if the correct maintenance process is applied (KWS + IPS). Use the correct
maintenance profile and re-evaluate the performance.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Run the color mixing recovery process (maint_clear_color_mix 1) and re-evaluate the
plots.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
4. Power off the printer, remove the printhead, and thoroughly clean it manually.
5. If there is a paper guide, remove it and clean underneath it.
-03: Servicing
process not effective.

CM03: Color Contamination at 1 mm Intervals
CM03 usually displays as color contamination lines that continue at approximately 1 mm
intervals after the majority of the color has cleared.

Picture of Color Mixing: Color Contamination at 1mm intervals
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Cause
Ink mixing is caused by location of feed holes in the back channel.
Resolution
Check the tubes at the back of the print engine before circulating ink. If it is clear in some
places,
1. Run the servicing process and re-evaluate the plots.
TCL › maint_clear_color_mix <level>
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Run the servicing process three times and re-evaluate the plots.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Take the PH out, install the designated golden unit, and print the same set of plots.
report error code CM03-04: PH failure analysis required.

CM04: Color Mixing in the Middle of the Page
CM04 is the printing of mixed colors after long, continuous printing or short periods of idle
time (~ 5 seconds) from a printhead that does not show signs of internal leaks.

Picture of Color Mixing: Example 1
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Picture of Color Mixing: Example 2

Picture of Color Mixing: Example 3

Cause
Color mixing results when ink migrates across the printhead surface from heavily printing
nozzles into the nearest odd or even nozzle row that is not printing.
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Resolution
1. Use profile tool loading (Printing Preferences→Color Tab→Color Matching) to verify that
the correct color profiles are being used. This is a possible operator handling issue. Use the
correct profile and re-evaluate the performance.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Run the servicing process ( TCL › maint_clear_color_mix <level>) and re-evaluate the plots.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code CM04-03 Servicing
process unresolved.

CM05: Color Contamination
CM05 Color Contamination is when prints that are supposed to be one color are coming out
in a different color.

Picture of Color Contamination Samples
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Cause
Although leaks are possible in the backchannel, the most common cause of color
contamination is mixing of ink from drool on the nozzle plate. Also, if the printhead
backpressure is not preserved correctly, this type of color mixing may happen more
frequently.
Resolution
1. Run the maintenance algorithm and re-evaluate the plots.
TCL › maint_clear_color_mix <level>
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Evaluate the ink cartridge to ensure there are no leaks out of the ink cartridge snorkel. If
there are leaks, run the purge algorithm.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Remove the printhead and install the designated golden unit.
4. Purge the ink and clean the nozzle plate before resuming backpressure. Then, print the
same set of plots.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code CM05-04: Possible
printhead damage.

CM06: Vertical Lines Throughout Page/Drooling
CM06 displays as vertical white lines followed by a dark dot.

Picture of Verical Lines with Dark Dot from Drooling
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Cause
A puddle has formed in front of the nozzle, possibly due to a particle or fiber on the
printhead
surface, and is capturing the drops that are fired. Eventually, the accumulated puddle drops
onto the page.

Resolution
1. Run printhead servicing (i.e., a wipe): TCL › wipe_basic
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Run the maintenance algorithm 1, 2: TCL › maint_user_recovery 1
TCL › maint_user_recovery 2
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Remove the printhead and manually wipe the printhead. Re-insert the printhead to see if
this has corrected the problem.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
4. Replace the printhead
-05.
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Streaking (SR)
White or grey lines or parabolas running vertically in print jobs, as well as white, unprinted
areas, are called “streaks.”

Picture of Streaks

SR01: Growing Nozzles Out
SR1 displays as a region of “nozzles out” (that is, nozzles stop working) that becomes
increasingly worse on the way down the page or when any large (>1cm wide) region of
nozzles out moves or changes down the page.
Cause
This print defect indicates a large bubble, or the beginning of a deprime, where air is
entering through some of the nozzles or the Ink Delivery System (IDS), and expanding to
other nozzles.
Resolution
1. Run a General Maintenance Process.
TCL › maint_user_recovery 1
TCL › maint_user_recovery 2
TCL › maint_user_recovery 3
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Perform a pressure prime (recovery 2). TCL › ids_light_pressure_prime
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Inspect system for leakage (e.g. kinked tubes, bad fluidic interconnect connections, etc.)
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code SR01-04: Unresolved
streaks.
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SR02: Large Missing Nozzles with Varying Amount
SR02 displays as a parabola-shaped area in the middle of the page.

Picture of Streaks: Parabolas

Cause
Bubbles can air-block ink from getting to nozzles or a puddle has formed in front of the
nozzle.
Resolution
1. If the white gap is persistent from plot-to-plot, it is likely to be from an air bubble. Run
Servicing (Line Prime + Pulse Prime) and look for improvement.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. If the white area is shaped like a parabola and the color of printing at the bottom of the
page is different, it is likely to be from an ink puddle. Run Servicing, Level 1 to clean the
printhead.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code SR02-03: Unresolved
parabola.
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SR03: Large White Area
SR03 displays as a large white area with almost no nozzle firing and is consistent from page
to page.

Picture of Streaks: White Areas

Picture of Streaks: Single Die Cut

Cause
This print defect indicates an electrical issue or damage to the printhead.
Resolution
1. For lines approximately 1” wide, print a spit plot. If the missing area exactly follows the
die boundaries, then it is probably caused by an electrical problem. Remove the printhead
and clean up the contacts. Check for the board and make sure there is no damage on the
printhead.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. If all the colors are out, there may be a hydration problem. Run the dehydration recovery
algorythm. TCL › dy_rec
-03: Unresolved
white area.
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SR04: Lines/Prints Fall
In SR04, text or images become weaker page after page and finally drop out.

Cyan Nozzles are Out
Picture of Streaks: Lines or Prints Fail

Cause
The nozzles can dry out over time if there is not enough on-page and inter-page servicing.
Harsh environmental conditions (e.g., too dry or hot), fast printing speed, or some media
types can accelerate dehydration.

Resolution
1. Evaluate maintenance algorithm (inter- and intra-page servicing (that is, mid-page
servicing). TCL › nvm_getset
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Run maintenance algorithm (wipe).
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Consider the environmental conditions. Report defect SR04-03 Unresolved lines/print fall.
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SR05: Random Small Streak
SR05 displays as random, small, thin lines that are visible on the print but do not grow along
the page.

Picture of Random Small Streaks

Cause
Thin streaks can be caused by internal contaminants, external contaminants (fibers), air
bubbles, or printhead damage.

Resolution
1. If the white gap is persistent from plot to plot, print a 5-band plot or a plot that has
primary
colors. If gap is only in one of the primary colors, the streak is likely to be from an air bubble.
Run the maintenance algorithm (pressure prime).
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. When neighboring color channels have streaks at the same location, there is an external
contamination. Run the maintenance algorithm (wipe).
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. If the streak is shaped like a parabola and the color of the printing at the bottom of the
page is different, it is likely due to an ink puddle. Run maintenance algorithm 1.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code SR05:-04 Unresolved thin
streaks.
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SR06: Weak Chips
SR06 displays as weak chips that result when some dies do not eject properly. The issue does
not improve by varying pulse width.

Picture of Streaks: Weak Chips Example

Cause
This print defect may result from an electrical failure due to a cracked die or extended
periods of nozzle dehydration.
Resolution
1.Run maintenance algorithm three times. TCL › dy_rec
followed by: TCL › maint_clear_color_mix

2. If not recoverable after running the service algorithm, the streaks are likely to be due to
weak chips. Replace the printhead and send the old one to the engineering team for
further investigation. Report this as error code SR06-02: Weak chips.
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Dot Misplacement (DP)
Dot misplacement can be observed as lines or solid fill areas that are fuzzy.

Picture of Dot Misplacement Examples

DP01: Poor Text Quality
In DP01, text becomes fuzzy or unfocused after many thousands of pages have printed.

Picture of Dot Misplacement: Text Becomes Fuzzy Over Time

Cause
Asymmetric “wear” of the MEMS heaters over time, after a few tens of millions of ejections,
results in the odd and even nozzle rows having different directionality in the Y-axis.
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Resolution
1. Run the maintenance algorithm. TCL › maint_user_recovery 1
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Check the printhead-to-paper spacing (PPS) with the PPS tool.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Replace printhead with a new one or swap with another printhead.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code DP01-04.: Poor text
quality unresolved.

DP02: Graininess
Graininess presents as a mottled, random pattern in a solid fill area.

Picture of Dot Misplacement: Graininess

Cause
Excessive printhead-to-paper spacing or a worn-out printhead can cause this printing
defect.
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Picture of Dot Placement Examples Poor and Good

Resolution
1. Print a diagnostic plot to evaluate individual dot placement. If the individual dot pattern is
irregular, evaluate PPS.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Replace the printhead.
If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code DP02-03: Unresolved
graininess.
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Banding (BD)
Banding defects are shown in the following illustration and detailed in subsequent sections.

Picture of Banding Examples

BD01: Initial Page Startup Defect
BD01 displays as color change or poor directionality at the start of nozzle firing.

Picture of Initial Page Startup Defect
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Cause
This defect results from dehydration of the ink nozzles.

Resolution
1. Check the Maintenance Algorithm (KWS + Inter page spit)
TCL › maint_user_recovery 1
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Re-run servicing and print the plots again.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Replace the printhead.
-04: Initial page
startup unresolved.

BD02: Optical Density or Color Variation
BD02 displays as an area of half-tone prints with unexpected color variation or horizontal,
thin lines with dot placement error.

Picture of Banding: Variation of Optical Density or Color
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Cause
This defect results from heat (generated while printing the solid black area) that creates a
sub optimal ejection behavior of the nozzles that later have to print the half-tone area.
Resolution
1. Compare the defect against the acceptability threshold (PQ1700). If worse than the
threshold, run the maintenance algorithm.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Replace the printhead.
-03: Banding with
variation unresolved.

BD03: Die Boundary Banding
BD03 displays as dark, light, or rainbow bands 0.5 mm to 1 mm wide at die boundaries not
caused by dead nozzles or mist.

Picture of Die Boundary Banding
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Cause
This defect results from a shift in dot grid from one die to the neighboring die due to a
printhead related defect, lack of die flatness at die ends, or a combination of both.
Resolution
1. Compare the boundary against the threshold.
If worse, continue to the next step.
2. Run the maintenance algorithm. TCL › maint_user_recovery 1
continue to the next step.
3. Print the spider pattern and inspect to see if anything stands out.
4. Replace the printhead.
-04: Die boundary
banding unresolved.

BD04: High Frequency Banding
BD04 displays as horizontal, high frequency, dark bands that are visible in solid fill area.

Picture of High Frequency Banding
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Cause
This defect is caused by a variation in dot placement due to paper path, firmware/rendering,
or a combination of both.
Resolution
1. Evaluate the paper path and note any thing causing disturbance to the media.
 If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. If a new color profile is used, consider going back to the old ones and re-evaulate the
banding
 If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code BD04-03: High
Frequency banding unresolved

BD05: Low Frequency/Page Advance Banding
BD05 displays as a horizontal, dark bands, visible in solid fill areas mainly close to the top or
bottom of the page.

Picture of Low Frequency/Page Advance Banding

Cause
This defect is caused by a variation in dot placement due to the paper path in the print
engine, the systems that feed in the paper, or a combination of both.
Resolution
1. Compare banding to the acceptability threshold. Evaluate the paper path and note
anything that is disturbing the media.


if not resolved, continue to next step.
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2. Evaluate cleanliness of the encoder and paper path sensors


If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report the error code BD05-03: Low
frequency/page advance banding.

Other General Print Quality Errors (GE)
This section covers issues that come from mechanical behaviors, such as varying distance for
top of form, smears or dots, marks or ink on the paper, scrambled or skewed printing.

Picture of Other General Print Quality Errors
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GE01: Marks on the Print Paper, Dust
GE01 presents as fine, detail artifacts on the print that resolve after running maintenance.

Picture of Dust and Marks on Paper

Cause
This defect results from paper dust or other particles hanging from the printhead.
Resolution
1. Run the maintenance algorithm to clean the printhead. TCL › maint_user_recovery 1





If not resolved, try the next level servicing
TCL › maint_user_recovery 2
TCL › maint_user_recovery 3
If not resolved, manually wipe the printhead
If not resolved, continue to thenext step.

2. Check if the media has substantially more than average dust. Replace media.


If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code GE01-03: Dust and
marks unresolved.
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GE02: Varying Top of Form Margin
GE02 presents as a varying margin from lead edge of paper to top of print form.
Measurment
varies significantly.

Picture of Varying Top of Form
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Cause
The print defect may result from dirty sensors or data that has timed out.
Resolution
1. Evaluate paper path sensors.
-02: Varying
top of form margin unresolved.

GE03: Ink on Back/Top of Page
GE03 displays as ink tracks on back or front side of the media.

Picture of Ink on Back or Top of Page
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Cause
This defect indicates that the platen is dirty or an ink puddle is building up on the print
engine.
Resolution
1. Physically wipe the platen.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Evaluate the ink buildup inside the print engine
 If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code GE03-03: Ink on
back/top of page unresolved.

GE04: Bleed
Line or text quality looks very fuzzy. Edges of each line look ragged. Some media may have
better performance than others. print mode and color profiles are the main ways used to
control this behaviour.

Picture of Examples of Clear Edges and Ragged Edges (Bleed)
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Cause
Bleed results from ink and media interaction. Ink amount, media type, ink order , and dry
time can all influence bleed performance.
Resolution
1. Verify the correct media and media profiles are being used. If new media is being
used, consider creating a new profile for the media set.


If not resolved contact Customer Service and report error code GE04-02: Bleed
unresolved.

GE05: Scrambled Print
GEO5 displays as scrambled or garbled print spanning a zone width equal to one die chip (20
mm)

Picture of Scrambled Print
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Cause
This defect generally results from a poor connection between printhead and printer.
Alternatively, it can arise from cracked dies or broken bond wires.
Resolution
1. Power down the printhead. Re-install the printhead.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Inspect and clean the printhead and printer contacts.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Inspect printer connection pins (bent, missing, out of place).
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
4. Check alignment between the printer pins and the printhead pins.
If not resolved, as a last resort, switch printhead to see if the defect follows the printhead
or is still present on the printer. If the defect is in the printhead, install a new printhead
and report error code GE05-05: Scrambled print unresolved.

GE06: Print Skew
GE06 presents as an untended skewing of the body of print. I.e., the print is crooked on the
page.
Cause
This defect results from various issues of paper path handling.
Resolution
1. Remove any paper jam.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
2. Check the media feeder.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
3. Check the paper path sensors.
If not resolved, continue to the next step.
4.Check whether the media being used is too slippery or too heavy.
5. If not resolved, contact Customer Service and report error code GE06-04: Print skew
unresolved.
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Paper Handling (PA)
Issues with paper handling (PA) cause a range of defects, as detailed in the following
sections.

Page Marking from Paper Handling
Page Marking from Paper Handling displays as smudged ink.

Cause
This defect results when the top of the media makes contact shortly after printing.

Resolution
1. Print a solid area fill plot (insert plot name) and confirm area of contact.
2. Check the area of contact on the upper clamshell features to verify that nothing is hanging
down that can contact media.
3.Verify that the media entering the print engine is flat and undamaged.
4. Verify that the media is not skewed when entering printer.
5. Verify that the platen in the maintenance module platen is free to move up fully in its
guides to the datum from the printhead.
6. Confirm that the printhead is properly seated.

PA01: Printhead Strikes
PA01: Printhead strikes commonly appear as visible smudging on the paper. These are due
to the printhead striking the paper as it passes underneath. If the printhead is dirty, then ink
transfers to the paper.
Cause
Some common causes of this defect are: media bent or curled prior to entering the printer;
pinch rollers not free to move or starwheels missing; obstruction or debris in paper path;
platen in maintenance module not properly seated.
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Resolution
1. If it is determined that the media is damaged prior to entering the printer, then the
damaged media needs to be removed and discarded.
2. Check that the feeder is properly adjusted to prevent media damage.
3. Check for foreign objects in the printer that can cause the media to strike the printhead or
cause a pinch roller to stop functioning.
4. Ensure that no starwheels are missing. Replace, if required.

PA02: Feeder Marks
PA02 displays as tracks on the paper that correspond to the measurements of the sheet
feeder’s wheels (2 x 1/2'” wide, roughly 5 in apart).
Cause
This defect results from a dirty feeder assembly, possibly from aerosol or an ink spill that
contacts media.
Resolution
The media feeders should be cleaned periodically by vacuuming the dust. Also use a soft lintfree cloth and some dionized water to clean the rollers of the feeder.

PA03: Starwheel Marks
PA03 presents as small track marks that are visible in printed media. The printer has little
pointy wheels in the upper clamshell that hold the paper down in the paper path. Starwheel
marks are usually only visible on glossy media.
Cause
This defect results when starwheels are exerting too much pressure on paper, are dirty, or
are not moving properly.
Resolution
1. Print a solid area fill plot (insert plot here) and look for track marks.
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2. Check that all starwheels are present and free to move both rotationally as well as
vertically.
3. Vertical force should be the same on all the starwheels ~10g per.
4. Starwheel points should be sharp and not rounded.
5. Clean the starwheels with water and a soft lint-free cloth to get rid of any ink debris on
the
wheels. Continue process until marks on media have stopped.

Paper Feed Inconsistency
In general this relates to periodic or random horizontal bands in the printed image.

PA04: High Frequency Horizontal Banding
PA04 displays as horizontal banding at a frequency higher than one cycle per 1/2 inch,
typically about 1mm spacing. The banding occurs all the way down the page, with a period of
1cm or less and appears as dark or light horizontal bands across the media. Usually spans the
entire width of the media but can vary in degrees of severity across the page.
Cause
Causes may include: debris on paper path rollers, shafts, pullies, idlers or belt; belt damage,
location and tension; loose pullies and or idlers; loose motor; any interference or touching of
the drive system. Also can be due to non-round or non-centered paper drive components.
Causes can be identified by the location and spacing between banding. A single defect on the
encoder wheel would lead to a horizontal bar about every inch, and can happen as a result
of paper fibers landing on the encoder wheel. Higher frequency banding (less than an inch
between lines) can be caused by other noise or imperfections in the paper path.
Resolution
1. Print a solid area fill plot (insert plot here) and measure spacing.
2. Reset belt tension and rerun diagnostic 1040 plot. Check pulleys and bearings for any slop
or run-out.
3. Clean rollers and other paper handling mechanisms, adjust belt tightness and ensure that
the motor is mounted securely. If tuning the system does not solve the problem, drive
components may need to be replaced.
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PA05: Top of Form Transition Error (TOFTE)
PA05 displays as a set of horizontal lines visible near the top of the page.
Cause
TOFTE results from a change in paper speed as it transitions to the starwheel feeder after
the print zone. If the transition is not smooth, it will result in the horizontal lines. The
problem can be exacerbated by thick or curved media and can be improved by reducing the
starwheel force, staggering the starwheels and improving the dive angle of the media as it
enters the pinch. Any problem with the starwheels sticking, jamming, or being out of
position starwheels.
Resolution
Ensure that all of the starwheels are spinning easily and that the spring force is correct. Use
thinner media, and ensure that the media is curved so that it transitions smoothly into the
star
wheel pick area. For labels, use media that does not have the ladder removed.

PA06: Bottom of Form Transition Error (BOFTE)
PA06 displays as a set of horizontal lines visible near the bottom of the page. This occurs
20mm from the bottom of the page.
Cause
BOFTE results from a change in paper speed when the paper is released from the grit shaft
that precedes the print area. Differences in speed between the leading and trailing paper
handling drives can make the problem worse, as can improper tension settings on the belts
and pinch wheels. The paper thickness and shape also plays a role.
Resolution
Ensure that all belts are properly tensioned. SEE TOFTE
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Paper Jams and Head Crashes
PA09: True Paper Jams
The sound of crinkling paper usually precedes the notification of a paper jam, PA09. Paper
must be cleared to continue printing.
Cause
Causes include debris or objects in the paper path; platen out of position; bent or curled
media prior to entering the printer; repeated paper jams are often caused by small pieces of
paper that are left behind from a first sheet that ripped.
Resolution
1. Open clamshell and remove jammed media from the paper path.
2. Check for small pieces of paper that may be caught in pinch rollers and other tight places.
These small pieces need to be removed before continuing printing.

PA10: False Paper Jams
An error message (for example, “Media present in paper path”) claims that there is a paper
jam but there is not. In this condition, the cap will be unable to cap the printhead. The
maintenance module is also be unable to wipe the printhead as the print engine is set as
though media is blocking its path.
Cause
Causes of false paper jams include faulty sensor wiring, or PCA, and debris blocking sensor.
Resolution
1. First, open the clamshell and check for any small pieces of debris that may be blocking the
entry or exit sensor causing this error.
2. If determined that no foreign object is blocking the sensor, use TCL commands or scripts
to determine if the sensor is functioning.
Query sensor state. (1 or 0)
Using a piece of media or some other object, block or cover the sensor and query again to
see is the state has changed. (1 or 0)
3. Check for voltage at sensor and leaving MPCA.
4. Check continuity of wiring from MPCA to sensor end of cable.
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PA11: Wrinkled Paper
Paper does not come out flat but also does not jam. Any folding, marking or ripping on the
output media.
Cause
Damaged or incompatible media; misadjusted feeder; object in paper path.
Resolution
1.Adjust feeder so as not to cause damage to media.
2. Check to ensure that proper media is being used.
3. Open clamshell; check for and remove any foreign objects in paper path causing the
problem.

Margin Defects
Margin defects may appear in the top margin, in the bottom margin, or with the image
askew on the page.
PA12: Incorrect Top Margin
The top margin appears very large or very small or nonexistent as the printed image can run
off the edge of the media
Cause
Paper path scaling incorrect (NVM setting). Media slip, likely resulting from too light a spring
force or excessively high back tension.
Resolution
1. Check the feed mechanism for proper operation.
2. Read the NVM settings to check that PP_scaling is set to 0.
3. Open clamshell and check for any damaged or non-functional pinch rollers.
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PA13: Incorrect Bottom Margin
The bottom margin will appear very large or very small or nonexistent as the printed image
can run off the edge of the media.
Cause
Paper path scaling incorrect (NVM setting). Media slip, likely resulting from too light a spring
force or excessively high back tension.
Resolution
1. Check the feed mechanism for proper operation.
2. Read the NVM settings to check that PP_scaling is set to 0.
3. Open clamshell and check for any damaged or nonfunctional pinch rollers.

PA14: Print Image Skewed
Printed image appears crooked or skewed when viewed in comparison to the edge of the
media. Printed image might also run off of the edge of the media on one side and leave
white space on the opposite edge.
Cause
This defects results from incorrect feeder alignment and from damaged, dirty, or broken
pinch rollers.
Resolution
1. Check that the feeder alignment is straight and of proper height.
2. Open the clamshell and look for any damaged or non-functional pinch rollers.
3. The input system should have paper guides to prevent media from skewing when it is
picked.
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Ink Delivery System (ID)
For issues with missing or non-recognized ink cartridges, a standard good practice is to
remove all ink cartridges, then insert them one at a time and run the “qa” command. In this
way, the actual cartridge can be identified, instead of the confusion that may result with bus
contention or an incorrectly chipped cartridge. If two identically chipped cartridges are
inserted (for example, chips indicate two magentas), one will show as authentic, but the
incorrectly chipped cartridge will show up as missing.

ID01: Ink Cartridge Not Recognized When Inserted
The message "ink tank missing" appears on the screen. Querying the QA status may reveal
that the cartridge is not authenticated or missing.
Cause
Tanks may not be making contact with the pads that read the chip. This happens if the tank
is noti inserted fully, the pads on the printer are damaged, or the chip is not located properly
on the tank. Chips can also be faulty and fail to read even when the contact is good.
Resolution
1. Shim bottom of tank to make contact.
2. If the tank is now seen as present, then the contacts on the printer PCA may be damaged.
3. If the tank is still reading as missing, then the chip on the ink cartridge is nonoperational. It
is possible for a chip on the tank to be working normally and then not work properly. Try
replacing with a different ink cartridge.

ID02: Ink Reported As Out When Not Out (Excess Stranded Ink)
The printer reports empty ink and refuses to print, but the cartridge still has more than 7CCs
remaining.
Cause
The primary cause of excess stranded ink is false early detection from the ink low sensor, See
"Ink Low When Not Low" for details. There are firmware settings to adjust the allowable ink
that can be used after detection. This is currently set to zero as of 10/21/2010. On average,
an additional 2CC can be used, but the distribution is not well controlled, and using a
nonzero number will not completely protect the user from running out of ink while printing.
This could damage the head, so it is avoided at the expense of excess stranded ink.
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Resolution
1. See Low Ink When Not Low. CMs have two avenues to adjust what happens between ink
low detection and ink out protection. First, the nvm flag can be set to false so that the
printer will only warn about ink out but will not error and prevent printing. Second, the
allowable ink after low ink detection can be set to a nonzero number, which will enable
most users to print a few more CCs of ink but expose some users to the risk of dry-firing
the head.

ID03: Ink Low Indicator When Not Actually Low
The printer reports empty ink and refuses to print, but the cartridge still has more than 7CCs
remaining.
Cause
In order to trigger low ink, the low ink sensor must detect low ink in the prism of the
cartridge. The sensor can return false readings as a result of electrical noise, improper
cartridge placement or printer tilt. The firmware is designed to ignore readings that appear
to be due to any of these causes.
Resolution
See Low Ink When Not Low. CMs have two avenues to adjust what happens between ink low
detection and ink out protection. First, the nvm flag) can be set to FALSE so that the printer
will only warn about ink out but will not error and prevent printing. Second, the allowable
ink after low ink detection can be set to a nonzero number, which will enable most users to
print a few more CCs of ink, but expose some users to the risk of dry-firing the head.
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ID04: Ink Indicated As Out Without Warning
Out of Ink often appears as light printing in a color, all the way across the page, fading from
full color to no printing at all within a few pages. Less often, the problem can manifest as a
deprime, which shows up as which streak that expands to cover the whole head, often
leaving "jellyfish" patterns on the page.
Cause
A sensor can fail to detect Out of Ink if the sensor is coated with sludge or the cartridge is
not
properly inserted, or the sensor is broken. The light printing is caused by excess
backpressure. When there is no ink, the backpressure gets more negative and the drops get
smaller. When the backpressure gets to -900 mm H2O, the printhead is no longer able to
eject drops and printing of that color will stop. Waiting a short time will allow some ink to
flow across the filter, and a small amount of printing will be possible again. Deprimes that
start as a white streak and grow to cover the whole page are more often caused by air
injestion than excess backpressure, but pumping rapidly when the ink is low can pull air
through the nozzles and result in a deprime.
Resolution
1. Test with a full and truly empty tank to ensure that the sensor is working.
2. Replace the ink cartridge with a full tank to confirm that the printer recovers.

ID05: Ink Coming Out of the Printer
Ink drools or puddles on the surface that the printer is sitting on.
Cause
This can happen if the printer is tilted or the clamshell left open with the valves open, or if
the
printhead is pulled off without depriming. This can also happen if firmware commands are
run to abuse the system. (E.g., spitting more than 10CC into the cap, without lowering it to
drain.) The ink could be coming from the maintenance module, ink tank, fitting, tubing,
printhead or diaper. The likeliest cause is an over-full maintenance module.
Resolution
1. Remove the maintenance module and evaluate whether it was the cause.
2. Dismantle the printer to locate the source of ink.
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Paper Cutting (PC)
Issues with paper cutting (PC) cause a range of defects, as detailed in the following sections.
PC01: Cutter Not Operating
Cutter is not moving when commanded, thus stalling the print job and errors out.
Cause
This defect may also result when the cutter is not at home or has an obstruction. Other
causes include faulty sensor, wiring, PCA, driver, or motor. A common cause is that the
cutter connection is not plugged in, which may be difficult to see in an integrated print
engine.
Resolution
Check that the cutter is connected.
Try the "cutter home" command followed by a "cutter cut" command. Use "cutter stats"
command to determine the state of the sensors.

PC02: Partial or Incomplete Cut
Cutter stops after a partial or incomplete cut. Home sensors will not be made and the other
2 non home sensors will not be made.
Cause
Causes include obstruction. Faulty sensor, wiring, PCA, driver or motor.
Resolution
1. Try the "cutter home" command followed by a "cutter cut" command.
2. Use "cutter stats" command to determine the state of the sensors.
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Firmware Error Messages (ER)
Error messages (ER) may display on a Liberty, indicating a problem. The following sections
detail some of the more common messages.
ER01: PEP Data Underrun
The paper path motion stops under this condition. Partially printed pages are common as
the error only occurs while the paper path is moving. This condition can be temporarily reset
by pressing the reset button on the PPCA or by rebooting the printer. ER01 can be very
intermittent in nature.
Cause
Several causes might be behind this issue:
A dirty encoder due to paper fibers.
A damaged encoder, cable, or board component.
A bad motor or driver; belt tension too high or low, excessive drive train friction (belt,
pullies, idlers, shafts, bearings.) Can be caused by a dirty sensor or servo issues.
Resolution
1. If the encoder is working then check belt tightness.
2. If the problem is not resolved, contact Customer Service and report ER01-03.

ER02: Servo Error Limit Exceeded
ER02 indicates that a servo motor requires more power than is specified in the firmware
code.
Cause
This defect results from any impedance to mechanical motion. Alternatively, the electric
motors may have reached life.
Resolution
Contact Customer Service for assistance.
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ER03: Tilt Error
In order to protect from situations that could cause ink mixing and possible spillage, the
printer will not function if it is tilted. The print engine needs to be operated on a completely
level surface for proper operation.
Cause
Tilt sensors can give bad readings when there is excess electrical noise or EMF in the vicinity,
or if the table on which the printer is sitting is vibrating.
Resolution
1. Confirm that the printer is level and keep printer on sturdy table, away from excess
physical vibration and electrical interference.
2. If problem persists, recalibrate (see TCL help for re-calibration): TCL › accel_zero (for
proper restart, use: TCL › shutdown.
WARNING – The print engine must be level when you re-calibrate or else the tilt
protection system will not work and the printer will suffer from severe ink mixing.

ER04: SS Lift Error
In order to protect from situations that could cause ink mixing and possible spillage, the
printer will not function if it is tilted.
Cause
Tilt sensors can give bad readings when there is excess electrical noise or EMF in the vicinity,
or if the table on which the print engine sits is vibrating.

Resolution
1. Level the printer and keep printer on sturdy table, away from excess physical vibration
and
electrical interference.
2. If problem persists, re-calibrate (see TCL help for re-calibration).
WARNING – The print engine must be level when you re-calibrate or else the tilt
protection system will not work and the printer will suffer from severe ink mixing.
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ER05: PrintZone
Some object is blocking one of the paper path sensors located at either the entrance or exit
of the printer. Will stop printing and may inhibit some of the maintenance functionality.
Cause
Remove media blocking sensors.
Resolution
1. Open the clamshell and remove the debris or media.
2. Reset mech on top left button.

ER06: Paper Path Timeout
Paper path motion stops due to no media present at entrance of printer within the set limits
after a print job has started.
Cause
Various, including media jam or media otherwise not feeding properly
Resolution
Use the reset button.

ER07: Cutter Failure
The cutter can fail if it loses track of its position.
Cause
Not being homed.
Resolution
Re-home the cutter using TCL › cutter home.
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Maintenance Module (MM)
Issues with the maintenance module (MM) cause a range of defects, as detailed in the
following sections. The maintenance module is also known as the service station (SS) in
some contexts and messages.

MM01: Wiper Not Spinning
The wiper roller is not spinning. No sound of the wiper motor is heard. Other maintenance
functions may also be affected.

Cause
The temperature is too high, the FW safety cable unplugged; a bad motor, cable, PCA, or
driver. An obstruction is in drive train. The drive train is loose, misaligned, or broken.

Resolution
1. First, disable the clamshell sensor by sending a TCL> nvm_getset.
2. Send a wipe command while the clamshell is open. Check that the wiper is installed
correctly and the retention clips are properly locked into place. If the problem continues,
you may need a new maintenance module.
3. Printer firmware estimated motor temperature and shuts off the motor if it is believed to
be
too high. Waiting a few minutes should resolve this issue.
4. Maintenance module wiper assembly could be removed and turned by hand to determine
if it is physically able to rotate and not jammed up.
5. If it is jammed up, replace the maintenance module.
If not jammed, further troubleshooting is required to determine if problem is the motor,
cable, or PCA. See also the sections on servo, encoder and sensor failure.
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MM02: Maintenance Module Is Not Going Home
The maintenance module is not homing, and may or may not be making noises when trying
to home. Printing and maintenance functions disabled as the MM will not be able find other
locations.

Cause
Send a home command while the clamshell is open. Bad sensor, cable or PCA. Obstruction in
sensor or in path of sled. Faulty stepper, cable, PCA, pulley or gear, misaligned sled.

Resolution
Eject the sled and then reinstall. Be sure to make sure that the sled is not skewed when
installing; send a home command while the clamshell is open and check that the station can
home correctly.
If the issues continues, contact your application engineer for additional assistance.
Using TCL, query the sensor to get the state. Block or cover the sensor and query again to
see if state changed. Check continuity of cable, check voltage at sensor and MPCA.

Own-X Support Team Availability:
Phone: +36 30 414 86 21
Email: support@own-x.hu
Address: 1146. Budapest, Szabó József utca 12., HUNGARY
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